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Unit

1 2 3 4 5

Vocabulary

Hello, Hi, Bye bye, Good 
Morning, Good After-

noon, Good Night, 
Teacher, Boy, Girl, Stu-

dent, School. 

Blue, Yellow, Red, 
Black, White, Green, 

Orange, Pink.

Circle, Square, Triangle, 
Star, Heart, Rectangle, 

(Big/Little).

Lollipop, Candy, Pop-
corn, Popsicle, Bubble 

gum, Ice cream, Cotton 
candy, Chocolate.

Living room, Bedroom, 
Dining Room, Bathroom, 
Kitchen, Garage, Garden.

Expressions

-What?s your name?
-My name is?

-Are you a boy or a girl?
-I?m a?

-Are you a teacher or a 
student?
-I?m a?
-Hi ?ve! 

-What color is it?
-It?s?

-What?s your favorite 
color?

-My favorite color is?
-I have a red?

-I have a blue balloon.

-What is it?
-It?s a?

-Touch a?
-Give me a?

-Is it big/little?
-Yes/No

-It?s a big/little + color 
+ shape

-What is it?
-It´s a?

-What?s your favorite 
sweet?

-My favorite sweet is?
-Yummy, yummy

-I like?
-I want a?

-Lick your?
-Show me a?
-Color + sweet

-What is it?
-It?s the?

- This is my...
-Where are you?

-I?m in the?
-Go to the?
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Unit

6 7 8 9 10

Vocabulary

Apple, Pear, Banana, Or-
ange, Pineapple, Carrot, 
Potato, Onion, Tomato, 

Lettuce.

Sandwich, Orange juice, 
Hamburger, Chips, 

Cake, Hot dog, Pizza, Ice 
cream, Nuggets.

Sun, Moon, Star, Flower, 
Cloud, Beach, Tree, Sky, 

River.

Lion, Tiger, Monkey, 
Giraffe, Snake, Elephant, 

Hippo, Bear, Zebra.

Memory Game, Puzzle, 
Tic Tac 

Toe, Yo-yo, 
Puppets, Dominoes, Kite, 
Video Game, Hopscotch, 
Cartoons, Skipping rope.

Expressions

-What is it?
-It?s a/an?

-What color is the??
-Is it a fruit or a vegetable?

-What do you want?
-I want a?

-Color+ Fruit/Vegetable 
(a yellow banana)

-What?s your favorite 
fruit/vegetable?

-My favorite fruit/veg-
etable is?

-Let?s make a fruit salad!
-I?ll need?

-Let?s make a vegetable 
salad!

-  I?ll need?

-Yummy, yummy
-I like?

-Yuck, yuck
-I don?t like?

-What do you want to eat?
-I want?

What do you want to 
drink?

-I want?
What?s your favorite 

food/drink?
-My favorite food/drink is?

-I want?
-Here you are.
-Thank you!

-You?re welcome.

-What is it?
-It?s a?

-Is it a??
Yes, it is.

No, it isn?t.
Big/Little
It?s a day!

I see the sun!
It?s night!

I see the moon!
Look at the rainbow!
Look at the ?ower!
Look at the star!

Look at the moon!
Look at the sky!

What animal is it?
It?s?

What color is the??
It?s ?

I can see a/an?
What?s your favorite 

animal?
My favorite animal is?

Let?s go to the zoo!

What is it?
It?s a/an?

What color is the??
It?s?

What?s your favorite 
game?

My favorite game is?
I have?

I don?t have?
Let?s play?

I want to play?
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